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Motivation: Solar irradiance forecasting
• Worldwide there is an increased investment in renewables, mainly wind and
solar power.
• Reliable short-term forecasts of the solar radiation are required to efficiently
use the fluctuating output of solar plants.
• Operators need to know load profiles up to 24 hours ahead to optimise
operational planning.
• Krass et al. (2013) demonstrated up to 47.6% reduced costs/penalties due to
improved forecasts.
• Two types of data are of interest:
‒ Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI)
‒ Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI)

Motivation: Solar irradiance forecasting

Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI)

Photovoltaic systems

Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI)

Concentrating solar power plants

What is interesting about irradiance?
• The main sources of variation are:
‒ planetary motion;

‒ solar activity;
‒ cloud cover;
‒ pollution.
• Resulting seasonality: neither stochastic nor deterministic in the strict
sense  No standard conventional time series model.

Solar irradiance
Two important metrics of solar irradiation for solar power generation:
• Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI)  photovoltaic generators
• Direct Horizontal Irradiance (DHI)  concentrated generators

How does seasonality change?

Solar irradiance
Two main sources of variability due to planetary motion:

Length of daylight (hours)

• Day-night cycle duration: seasonality changes across year in a way that
deterministic coding is inappropriate, while stochastic ignores our
understanding of solar geometry
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• Irradiance intensity: apart from the duration of the day, the peaks also
changes over the year (and solar activity).
Building a model of irradiance becomes a very complex problem  even when
ignoring all other stochastic elements (cloud cover, pollution, etc).

How do we currently predict solar irradiance
Two main types of forecasting methods
• Numerical weather prediction models
‒ Based on physical laws that govern atmospheric air flow

‒ Typically used for forecasting 6+ hours ahead
‒ Suffer from limitations:
‒ model resolution (model grid several kilometres);
‒ cost and complexity of inputs (satellites & complex ground sensors);
‒ measurement sparsity (within satellite/model resolution there are
limited ground sensors);
‒ computational cost.
• Statistical models

How do we currently predict solar irradiance

How do we currently predict solar irradiance
Two main types of forecasting methods
• Numerical weather prediction models
• Statistical models

‒ Typically used for 5 mins up to 6 hours
‒ Two main approaches depending how the nonstationarity is dealt with:
‒ Deterministic construction of index series  based on planetary
movement and solar geometry  criticised as having limited
predictive power (far too many assumptions!)
‒ Decomposition approach  make data stationary and model with
time series methods
‒ Fourier series, high order polynomials, cosine function models,
Gaussian models, etc.  then ARIMA, exponential smoothing,
etc.

Modelling challenges
Two key modelling challenges are not addressed adequately:
• Seasonality component
• Time series dynamics

• The “persistence” (naïve/random walk) model is regarded as a strong
benchmark  evidence that limited structure is captured by existing models.

Aim: Build a model that can capture these elements and compare with
established benchmarks in forecasting up to 24 hours ahead  relevant for
generator operations.

Dynamic Harmonic Regression
Let us start from the Harmonic Regression:

𝑷/𝟐

𝒛𝒕 =

𝒂𝒌 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝝎𝒌 𝒕 + 𝒃𝒌 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝝎𝒌 𝒕)
𝒌=𝟎

The Dynamic Harmonic Regression (DHR) is:

𝑷/𝟐

𝒛𝒕 =

𝒂𝒌,𝒕 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝝎𝒌 𝒕 + 𝒃𝒌,𝒕 𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝝎𝒌 𝒕 = 𝑻𝒕 + 𝑺𝒕 + 𝒆𝒕
𝒌=𝟎

Observe the time varying coefficients

Dynamic Harmonic Regression
24 hours

𝑷/𝟐

𝒛𝒕 =

𝒂𝒌,𝒕 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝝎𝒌 𝒕 + 𝒃𝒌,𝒕 𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝝎𝒌 𝒕 = 𝑻𝒕 + 𝑺𝒕 + 𝒆𝒕
𝒌=𝟎

Use Kalman filter to make coefficients time varying

𝑤𝑘,𝑡 and 𝑤𝑘,𝑡 are independent random noises with zero mean and a common
variance 𝜎𝑘2 (and 𝜎𝑘2 ≠ 𝜎𝑗2 for any k ≠ j)

Estimation in the frequency domain

Benchmarks
• Persistence model (Naïve)
• Seasonal naïve

• Exponential smoothing (in state space- ETS)
• ARIMA

All these have been considered in the literature and found to work fine (i.e. not
all papers agree they work!)

Evaluation Setup
• Data span: Jan 2009-Dec 2011; Test data 1 year  hourly data
• Forecast 1-24 hours ahead  useful for operations of generators
• Rolling origin evaluation: 8,736 forecast traces

• Error metrics (relevant to application):

Results

Results - GHI

Results - DNI

F i n d i n g s s o f a r…
• Capturing the seasonal component is crucial for solar irradiance forecasting
 Dynamic Harmonic Regression is flexible enough to do so.
• Outperforms benchmarks

• But in the longer-horizons the very simple seasonal naïve performs very good
• Seasonal naïve also outperforms methods such as ARIMA and ETS

F i n d i n g s s o f a r…

http://kourentzes.com/forecasting/?p=793

The next question…
The results are still not great and DHR arguably is not the easiest method to
employ  although it is simpler and cheaper than numerical weather prediction
models.

Now we will turn our attention to understand why techniques that are
expected to forecast well in the typical case, fail here

T i m e s e r i e s f o r e c a s t i n g w i t h ET S
Exponential smoothing (ETS) is one of the most established models in business
forecasting:
•

Since invention countless advances and applications [Holt, 2004; Gardner, 2006]

•

Recent survey: 32.1% of business forecasts done by ETS [Weller & Crone, 2012]

•

Wide application: supply chain [Trapero et al., 2012], call centres [Taylor, 2008],
electricity load [Taylor, 2007], Climate modelling [Fildes & Kourentzes, 2011]

•

Relatively good performance and attractive simplicity [Makridakis & Hibon,
2000]

Hyndman et al. [2002] embedded exponential smoothing within the state space
framework giving it a statistical rationale  parameter estimation, model
selection, prediction intervals, etc.

A d v a n c e s i n ET S
Often research in ETS has been motivated by forecasting challenges:
• Prediction intervals [Gardner, 1988; Taylor & Bunn, 1999; Hyndman et al., 2008]

• Model selection [Hyndman, 2002; Kolassa 2011; Kourentzes et al., 2014]
• Multiple seasonal cycles [Taylor 2003; 2008; 2010]
• Long term predictions [Kourentzes et al., 2014]

• …

This research is motivated by the need to model time series that do not strictly
follow described ETS forms (or more generally known processes):
 What happens if we do not accept that the postulated model is true?

What is the problem?
We typically optimise ETS using MLE or equivalently minimise the augmented
sum of squared errors criterion:

For additive errors r(xt-1) = 1, so this is equal to the well known MSE:

Observe that the cost function is based on 1-step ahead errors. The problem
with this can be explained in two ways: i) business motivation, ii) statistical
motivation.

What is the problem?
The business argument

We want to make a decision h-steps ahead, so we produce a t+h forecast. Why
should we optimise the model parameters for a short term objective (t+1)?
It is well accepted that short and long term predictions require different
methods and in turn parameters [Clements and Hendry, 1998; Chatfield, 2000].
The statistical argument
Parameters optimised for t+1 are appropriate for any use only if the postulated
model is true for the data generating process (DGP)  if we know the true DGP
we can construct a value any steps ahead with no lack of performance.

However the true process is typically unknown and any model is merely an
approximation and therefore the t+1 cost will introduce misestimation errors for
any other objectives as our model diverges from the DGP [Xia et al., 2011].

What is the problem?
The problem is not only relevant to parameter estimation, but also to model
selection as we often use criteria like AIC, BIC, etc.

The selection is optimal for t+1 predictions, while often in forecasting we need
longer term predictions.
What if we use cross-validation or similar approaches for choosing the best
method [Fildes & Petropoulos, 2015]?
• The selection of the method is not focused on t+1, but its parameters
will be  what we have the “best” method, given wrong parameters.

How to model it?
• Use an approximate model  ETS(A,N,A)
• Optimise for the appropriate objective (approximate as good as possible the
underlying DGP):
Requires h different models,
one for each step ahead.

Single model using the error of the trace
forecast from t+1 to t+h  does not
postulate model to be true [Xia et al., 2012]

What we really do (I)
MSE is the error variance, using the state space formulation of ETS:

For ETS(A,N,A) we know that [Hyndman et al., 2008]:

t+1 variance = MSE

Therefore:

where
smoothing parameters

What we really do (II)
Rewriting we get:

So to minimise the variance the smoothing parameter α, γ have to stay small.
Therefore optimising on multi-step variance is a shrinkage estimator!

• Quadratic shrinkage of level parameter as horizon increases
• Quadratic stepwise shrinkage as horizon increases & interaction term
with level parameter

• Initial values are not affected by shrinkage

What we really do (III)
For trace we get:

… even more shrinkage.

Let us explore the simple case where we forecast up to 1 season (hm = 0):

This really tells us that trace
optimisation should converge
very fast, as the penalty close
to small values is very steep.

Empirical Evaluation
• Data span: Jan 2009-Dec 2011; Test data 1 year  hourly data
• Forecast 1-24 hours ahead  useful for operations of generators
• Rolling origin evaluation: 8,736 forecast traces

• Error metric (relevant to application):

• Methods:
• Seasonal naïve  quite hard to beat in the literature

• ETSt+1  Single forecast, conventional optimisation
• ETSt+h  24 forecasts with t+h cost function (shrinkage)
• ETStrace  Single forecast with trace cost (shrinkage)

Empirical Evaluation
Interested to assess the sensitivity to the size of the estimation sample (impact
of sampling uncertainty)
• Fit using training set 2 months long up to 24.3 months, increasing by step
of 2 months  13 different estimation sample sizes.
• At each forecast origin re-optimise parameters.

Results (I)

• ETSt+h and ETStrace  Similar performance, but latter is a single model. Both
robust to estimation sample size. Better than benchmarks
• ETSt+1 does not consistently outperform seasonal naïve

Results (II)

• Shrinkage kicks in very fast. Level smoothing (α) is shrunk to the same value.
Seasonal smoothing parameter is not shrunk (h ≤ 24)
• Figure for GHI, similar results for DNI

Results (III)
Behaviour consistent
across all sample sizes

Results (IV)
• Trace optimisation is as fast as
conventional, while t+h optimisation is
very slow.
• Expected result due to the shrinkage
behaviour.
• Simulate the error surface to understand
the behaviour better
• Steeper surface  faster convergence

Exploring shrinkage further
Obviously the intuition holds for other ETS forms.
ETS(A,N,N)
ETS(A,A,N) (too messy to expand)
β shrinks
faster than α

ETS(A,Ad,N) (too messy to expand)

φ slows the
shrinkage of β

Connection with temporal aggregation
Temporal aggregation and trace optimisation are related.
Some notation:
for kth aggregation level

The error at the kth level is:
Temporally reconciled
forecasts

equivalent to k-step ahead error

M A PA a n d s h r i n k a g e
MAPA works by modelling a time series at multiple temporal aggregation levels
simultaneously and produces temporally reconciled forecasts [Kourentzes et al., 2014]
 a restricted version of Temporal Hierarchies
• It has demonstrated good forecasting accuracy
• Following the logic presented here, as long as the forecasts are temporally
reconciled the errors of MAPA are:

which follows the trace error logic

Therefore some shrinkage is implied, although its nature is still unclear, as MAPA
has quite a few complications.

Remarks
• Trace optimisation leads to shrinkage of univariate information.
• In contrast to standard shrinkage/regularisation there is no parameter to set,
but the degree of shrinkage comes for the horizon.
• Both AR and MA terms are shrunk. Are existing shrinkage estimators handling
univariate information appropriately?

• In the case of ETS we demonstrated:
‒ Shrinkage is possible in a natural way
‒ No need for ad-hoc parameter constrains
‒ Shrinkage does not come at computational cost
‒ Can benefit forecasting, especially under model uncertainty
‒ Carries the other nice properties of shrinkage (mitigate sampling
uncertainty)
• There are connections between shrinkage and temporal aggregation

Remarks (II)
• When using trace optimisation with ETS it performs better than the more
complex DHR
DHR

ETSt+1 ETStrace

GHI

29.66

34.18

26.80

DNI

46.79

49.09

42.06

• This has clear implications for several forecasting problems  how often do
we know the underlying data generating process?

Thank you for your attention!
Questions?
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